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Large-Scale Shell-Model Analysis of the Neutrinoless ββ Decay of 48Ca
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Background



Background

Provide benchmarks, to check the prediction 
power for different models..



VMC method



VMC method



Background

Benchmarks for single beta decay, and shell model: > 10% off

Phys. Rev. C97, 022501(R) (2018)



Norm Matrix Element <  i | 1 tau+tau+ | f>

Shell model, VMC, and other 
models, have to give the same 
value.
But you can see the discrepancies, 
explicitly..

Here, there are different “choices” 
made for shell model:
1) model space;
2) radial wavefunctions.

VMC1: variational w.f. are shell model like



Norm Matrix Element <  i | 1 tau+tau+ | f>

VMC2: variational w.f. are cluster type

Shell model, VMC, and other 
models, have to give the same 
value.
But you can see the discrepancies, 
explicitly..

Here, there are different “choices” 
made for shell model:
1) model space;
2) radial wavefunctions.



Different model space, has  
different nodes. 

Of course, extended model 
space used for shell model 
gives better agreements with 
VMC method.

Choice of model space



Choice of radial wave functions
The distributions of TBME for J0  =0 (A=12)

H.O.: chosen most 
frequently,  easy to use.

SHF: from Skyrme-HF

WS: from Woods-Saxon
potential

H.O.: more concentrated,
Larger overlap, decay
faster against r.

SHF/WS: smaller overlaps, 
Correct the asymptotic 
behavior of H.O. 



Choice of radial wave functions

Long-range behavior 
become similar to VMC



Operators for 0vDB NMEs:

Leading terms:



Operator 1/r 

p -> psd
Larger model space more 
correlations matrix elements 
become larger

H.O. -> WS
W.S. r.w.f is less concentrated 
than H.O. ones  reduced 
matrix elements

A=10, Delta T =0



p -> psd
Larger model space more 
correlations matrix elements 
can be reduced (remind: 
canceling effect for the 
normalizations)
H.O. -> WS
W.S. r.w.f is less concentrated 
than H.O. ones  reduced 
matrix elements

A=12, Delta T =2Operator 1/r 



Test by VMC, GT, delta T=2, A=10
More correlations, reduced matrix elements



Short range repulsion and High momentum tail 

Short range correlations: “disaster” for shell model?



Mean field; Jawstraw correlations with central force only;
Full two body; 2+3 bd force

D. Lonardoni, S. Gandolfi, X. B. Wang, and J. Carlson, PRC 98, 014322 (2018)



D. Lonardoni, S. Gandolfi, X. B. Wang, and 
J. Carlson, PRC 98, 014322 (2018)

The universality of the tail of the 
momentum distribution 
is confirmed, but only within the 
same family of interactions. 

Model dependence : we do not 
know the exact NN potential.. 



A collection of short range correlations:

Overshoot “unit”

To preserve the
Normalization
& isospin symmetry

SRC parameters A B C

Miller-Spencer 
SRC 1.10 0.68 1.00 

CCM SRC 
(Av18)* 1.59 1.45 0.92 

CCM SRC (CD-
Bonn) * 1.52 1.88 0.46 

M.S. SRC is the
traditional one (1976)

PhysRevC.83.034317, J. Engel, 
J. Carlson, and R. B. Wiringa 

Fab, Fab+abc are from nuclear 
matter variational calculations



With SRC



Results

For details: 
X.B. Wang, et. al., Physics Letters B 798 (2019) 134974



Conclusions from the study of light nuclei

• 1. The use of H.O. radial wave functions will likely lead 
• to an overestimate of matrix elements.

• 2. Limited size model space calculations could affect the magnitude of 
the predicted 0νββ matrix elements, particularly for calculations 
constrained to a single shell.

• 3. The inclusion of a SRC function is needed. 
• The best choice for this function requires further study.
.
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48Ca: Y. Iwata, N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, Y. Utsuno, J. Menéndez, M. Honma, 
and T. Abe,PRL 116, 112502 (2016).

Choice of model space



48Ca: Y. Iwata, N. Shimizu, T. Otsuka, Y. Utsuno, J. Menéndez, M. Honma, 
and T. Abe,PRL 116, 112502 (2016).

More channels are open, which 
change the pairing structure, and
the node structure.. 

Choice of model space



CCM SRC is fitted to Correlated 2-bd wavefunction of CCM (S_2 correlation) / H.O. 2-bd wavefunction in the relative 
Coordinate, in the S_0 channel with node as 0 (R_{n=0,l=0}). 
To get rid off the node dependence of the correlated wavefunction?  SRC will change if the other choices are made.

Introduce a new parameter “c”:
It means that at r =0, the 2-bd w.f. is not zero 
(not eliminated by the hard core). 

CCM SRC 



• There is systematic difference between CCM SRC and traditional 
SRC (MS SRC): 

(⑴)CCM SRC’s peak is at 1.0 fm, but MS SRC’s peak is at 1.5 fm. So 
MS SRC will shift the peak of NME distribution toward 1.5 fm 
(NME w/o SRC peak at 1.0 fm), but CCM SRC does not shift 
NME distribution. So CCM SRC maintain the original peak 
position.

(⑵)MS SRC eliminate the distribution at r=0 completely (C 
parameter =0); CCM SRC does not.  

CCM SRC 



R. Cruz-Torres, A. Schmidt, G. Miller, L. Weinstein, N. Barnea, R. Weiss, 
E. Piasetzky, and O. Hen, Physics Letters B 785, 304 (2018). CVMC SRC 


